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Wk 9 Gr 11 Che Lesson 26_SK 

 

Subject: Grade 11 Chemistry 
Term: 1           
Week: 9             Lesson: 26B  
Unit: 11.2. Chemical and Metallic bonding        
Topic: 5: Metallic bonding 
Text: Ionic solids    
 Practice: Reading and comprehension 

 
Introduction: 
This lesson is made up of lesson resource/ notes and practice exercise. 
 
Instruction:  
Follow the steps given below and work through the lesson. 
Step 1: Copy the Header into your exercise book. Make sure that your Handwriting is neat and 

legible. 
Step 2: Read the lesson resource and copy or make summary notes in your exercise book.   
Step 3: Complete thePractice Exercise.  
Step 4: After you have completed the practice exercise, revise your work.  (I will be checking your 

Exercise Book when you return to School).  
 
Lesson Resource/ Notes: 
Read through your lesson resource/ notes and make summary notes and cut and paste diagrams 
or draw them into your exercise book. 

Practice Exercise 26B: 
Write the questions first and then your answer in complete sentences. Watch the correct spelling 
of terms and appropriate calculations where required. 
 
1. Identify the ionic solid from these structures. Give a reason for your answer.  

 

          A                                             B                             C                               D 

2. What is an ionic solid actually made up of? Ionic solids are made up of …… 

3. Summarise the properties of ionic solids.  

4. Define ionic bond.  

5. Explain what happens when you want to distort an ionic solid.  

You should be able to develop understanding of the composition and properties of ionic 
solids.  
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Resource for Week 9, Lesson 26B 

METTALIC BONDING – Ionic solids  

 Ionic solids are solids held together by ionic 

bonds.  

 Ionic bond is the strong force of attraction 

between the cations and anions. 

 Ions attract each other electrostatically so that 

each is surrounded by a group of oppositely 

charged ions, forming a stable 3-D lattice. 

 Ionic solids are lattices composed of oppositely 

charged ions.   

 They tend to have high melting points, and tend to be stiff and brittle like covalent solids. 

 As solids they do not conduct electricity.  However, they do conduct electricity as liquids (or when 

dissolved in water) since then the ions can move. 

Examples of ionic solids include NaCl and Ca(CO3).   Ionic compounds are all generally found in nature as 

ionic solids. 

Melting and Boiling points of ionic substances 

Ionic compounds are solids at room temperature 

High melting and boiling points because considerable energy is needed to break the strong ionic bonds in 

the lattice. 

Due to most ionic compounds lattice energies being high, ions do not easily detach themselves from their 

crystal structure into a gaseous state. 

They can although be melted by applying enough thermal energy to interrupt the crystalline lattice. 

 

Crystal hardness of ionic solids 

Strong electrostatic forces hold ions in a rigid lattice, 

producing a hard structure 

If an attempt is made to distort a crystal, the ions 

move so that anions are next to anions, and cations are 

next to cations; the like charges repel each other and the 

crystal lattice becomes brittle and fractures. 
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